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Since the beginning of the year, in the first quarter, the spices gave positive return suported by export as well sustained demand in the domestic market. The 

arrivals were also on the lower side, as the farmers were busy in harvesting the other rabi crops. During this period, despite of the covid fear, the mandis were 

also functioning smoothly. However, later from April onwards with the resurgence of this highly infectious second wave in India and various steates imposing 

lockdown including areas of spot markets, the regular business activites and demand has been adversely affected. People are refraining themselves from 

going visiting market places. Exporters and stockiest are avoiding bulk buying due to lack of forward deals. In days to come, this scenario is likely to prevail 

untill & unless this contagious virus is well under control and cases do not descend in the country. Hence, it is advised to trade with caution.
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TMC on weekly charts has been in the long-term bull run where price made high of 9554 in the month of March 2021. After that high prices are taking 

correction and presently taking support near Fibonacci 50% retracement level of 7590. If prices successfully hold above the 7590 then a pullback is 

expected in the counter which takes the rally towards its resistance of 8060. Break and sustain above 8060 may extend the bullish rally towards 8630. 

Alternatively, if it failed to sustain above 7590 then the bears take charge and extend the bearish rally till 7130. Overall the trend looks sideways to 

bullish but positions can be taken once the trend gets clear.

Analysis
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Analysis

Jeera on weekly charts has been in short term stuck in a wider range of 12750-14970. It has taken the formation of a flat channel pattern. The present 

structure suggests that there is still room for more downside, prices may take support near 13200 whereas on the upside it could face resistance near 

14970. On the upside, 100 days SMA is placed at 14747, and prices are likely to test these levels. Break above may extend the rally till 16300/16800; 

on the other hand, if it failed to break above it, then again selling pressure may witness. Momentum is positive as the MACD histogram is printing in the 

green with an upward sloping trajectory which points to higher prices. Based on current price action Jeera prices continue to trade in the same range 

going ahead. Any dip near support is considered as buying opportunity.
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Dhaniya on weekly charts has taken the formation of higher bottom and higher tops. The higher bottom holds at 5710 provides short-term support to 

counter whereas the higher top holds near 7660 provides resistance to counter. Presently the prices are trading well above the key SMA 100 holds at 

6454.90, which further points to the bull trend. Short-term support for the counter is seen near 6380 whereas resistance near 7200. Overall buying on 

dips would be a good strategy for the counter.

Analysis
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